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NEW MINERAL NAMES

Mrcueor, Fr,orscuun

Heyrovskyite

J. Kr,onrrxsrr, M. Rrnonn, C. Kror,r, AND L. Mnez (1971) Eeyrovskyite,
6(Pbo.*BL.*(Ag, Cu)o.dS.Bi"S", from Hurky, Czechoslovakia, a new mineral
of genetic interest. Mineral. Deposita 6, 138-142.

Probe analyses gave Pb W.G,, 57.4, 58.0, 54.7, 53.6u; Bi 24.9a, 25.9s, 26.3a, 27.7,
28.30; Ag 1.10, 1.1s, I.16,2.5,2.5; S 14.5, 14.5, 14.5, 14.4, L4.4; sum gg.2s, 99.0, 100.0,
100.&, 98.96%. These show stoichiometric deficienceis of 0.5, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.8%.In
addition, a chemical analysis is given of a sarnple in which heyrovskite had
been replaced by an aggregate of cosalite and galena, presumably without chang-
ing the bulk composition. Assuming S : 9, the formulas calculated range from
6(PboeBio.6Ag".*)S'BL$ to 6(PbosBio.ro(Ag, Cu)o.)S.BL$ or nearly 6PbS.Bi,S".
Etch tests: HNO" (1:1) stains variegated, brown after l minute; HCI (l:1)
stains weakly brown, easily rubs clean; FeCl" (20/o),HgClu (b%o), KCN (20%),
](OII (40%) do not react.

Crystals are orthorhombic, acicular to prismatic c and flattened (010), with
formso {100}, b {010}, Z lL2Ol,rn $4Ol,e l25}l ,p {321 } (?), a;b;c :0.432:l :0.728.
Precession photographs indicate space group Bbmm or Bbm2, a 13.705 + 0.013,
b31.194 +  0 .033,  c4 . l2 t  *  0 .0034. ,  a ib ic  :0 .439:1 :0 .182.  Z  :4 ,  p .ca lcd .7 . !8 ,
measured 7.L7. T}lre strongest, lines are 3.812 (13)(121), 3.739 (13)(270), 3.435 (100)
(400, 410)1 3.343 (zq(AO, 151), 3.006 (15)(450), 2.962 (80)(17i). The data agree
with those for a phase synthesized by Otto and Strunz lNeues. Jahrb. Mineral.
Abhsndl. lO8, 1(1968)1, Craig lMineral. Deposita,, t, 278(1967)1, and Salanci and
Moh [Naues. Jahrb. Mineral. Abhand.t. 112, 63(1969)] for silver-free material. The
material of Otto and Strunz had the composition 6(Pb0.g1BL.o6)S.BirSB.

Ileyrovskyite is tin-white on fresh fracture; luster metallic, tarnishes black
with dull metallic luster. Strea,k grayish-bla,ck. Cleavage c poor. Microhardness
(by E. N. Cameron) 166-234 kg/sq.mm. (50 e. load). Reflectance in air, min.
and max., 470 nm 43.3,47.3;546 nm; 40.6,44.6;589 nm, 89.8, 43.9; 650 nm, 39.6,
43.7Vo. Under the microscope shows weak bireflectance in air with color white
to light gray, distinct bireflectance in oil, white, to grayish white; strong aniso-
tropy with polarization colors from dark gray to white i:r air, grayish-white to
brownish in oil.

The mineral occurs in quartz veins near flurky, about 6b km. west of Prague,
associated with pyrite, sphalerite, galena, molybdenite, chalcopyrite, and covel-
lite, in crystals less than 20 mm. long and 0.1 to 0.b mm. thick and in masses,
mostly less than 2 mm.

The name is for the late Nobel Laureate in chemistry Jaroslav lfeyrovsky,
whose polarographic methods were used in the first analyses of the mineral.
The mineral and name were approved before publication by the commission
on New Minerals and Mineral Names, IMA. Type material is preserved. at
Charles University, Prague (# 14265).
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Unaamed Sulfosalts

Bnermz X4ur,ga floxwonnz-GunnsruN (1971) Betekhtinite and bisulfosalts from

the copper mine of "La I'eona" (Argentina). M'ineral- Deposita 6, lLl-Izl'

Mineral I occurs as inclusions in galena 10-20 pm long, acicula'r or sharply

pointed, like arrowheads. They are oriented in a direction parallel to (111) of

galena. Probe analysis by J. Ottemann gave Bi 26'2,Pb 26.1, Cu 20'5, S 273,

sum 100.1%, corresponding to Cur.nBit.gPbr.,S".u. Color pale lemon, reflectance

equal to or higher than that of galena. Anisotropy strong, with colors from

purplish brown to light blue green.
Mineral II forms inclusions in galena, (a) asicular, 8-10 ,cm long, oriented

along (111) of galena; (b) drop-shaped or vermiculate, up to 25 pm long'

Microprobe analysis by J. Ottemann gaYe Cu 59.4,Bi23.7, S 21.8, zum 1M'9%

corresponding to Cue.sBi,.rso.e. Color light olive gray, reflectance lower than that

of galena. Pleochroic. Strongly anisotropic with colors from greenish yellow to

dark gray.

Indigirite

L. N. INnor,nv, Yu. Ye. Zroewov, K. I' Kessonrsnve, V. S' SorNov, exl K' I'

Dnr,Yer.rmr (1971) The new mineral indigirite, a, hydrous mangesium alumi-

num carbonate. Zap. Vses. Mineralog. Obsh'ch' loo' l'78-183 (in Russian)'

Analysis gave MgO 12.08, CaO 0.45, ALOa 14.58, Fe,Orr 0.64, CO, 24.18, H"O

4436, SOs 0.45, insol. 1.60, sum S}.U%. Spectrographic analysis showed also

Sb (0.3%), C:u, Zn, and Ag. Deducting quartz (insol.) aJI the SOg as gvpsum,

and all the iron as "stilpnosiderite" (- limonite), this gives MgO:ALO":COe:flzO
- 2.00:1.00:3.86:16.36, or Mg"AL(CO")4(OH)"'15H,O' The mineral is insoluble

in water, alcohol, a.nd ammonia, dissolved at once by acids or KOII solution'

The mineral lost%lVo by weight in vacuo (-0.01 mm' Hg) at room temperature,

49/o at L40",73% at 660". The DTA curve shows endothermic breaks at 120'
(the main one), 160" and 215".

The X-ray pattern (27 lines) shows strongest lines at 7-62 (9)' 5.80 (10)'

5.2L (9),4.56 (8),2.70 (9),2.60 (9), 1.625 (5) '  The X-rav pattern of material

heated at 9fi). matched that of spinel (plus a strong line at 3.51A.). A sample

of crystals partly dehydrated under the electron microscope beam gave c 6.23
+ 0.02A. (parallel elongation) and 3.16 -+' 0.02A. perpendicular to the elongation.

These are close to b and c of artinite.
Indigirite occurs as snow-white rosette-like, radiating fibrous aggregates of

very fine fibers, needles or plates of length up to I mm. Luster vitreous to silky.

E. about 2. The plates and needles are flexible' P - 1.6 f 0.1. Optically

anisotropic, extinction parallel, elongation positive, ns a 1.472, t 1.502, both !

0.002. A conoscopic figure could no't be obtained. when the mineral is heated n

increases to 1.538 at 100", 1.668 at 900', with sharp decrease in birefringence.

The infrared spectrum showed the presence of carbonate iron (up to nearly

700"), of molecular water, of hydroxyl (small), and of AlO" octahedra.

The mineral occurs in the zone of the Sarylakh gold-antimony deposit in the

basin of the upper paxt of the Indigirki River, northeastern Yakutia; associated

with gypsum, amorphous Fe oxide, quartz, and gibbsite'

The name is for the river. Type material (about 20 g.) is deposited in the

museum of the Institute of Geology, Yakut branch, Siberian section, Academy

of Sciences, USSR.
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The mineral and the name were approved before publication by the Com-
mission on New Minerals and Mineral Namss. 1l\44.

'Werrnlandite

P. B. Moonr (1971) Wermlandite, a new mineral from Lingban, Sweden. trilhos
4,213-2t7.

Analysis by R. Blix gave CaO 7.04, MnO 0.40, MgO 29.30, FezOa 7.48, AIzOa
6.30, COg 2.52, IJIO 47.13, sum ]^}0.l7To corresponding to-

Caz. raMno.rrMgrr.rrFer. szAlz.B(COr r.r(OII) 48. ?3'28.98IIrO or

Ca2Mgrn(Fe, Al)4(COa)(OH),2. 14-15IIzO.

Microscopic observation of the effervescence with 1:1 HCI suggests that the car-
bonate is present in the mineral, not as an impurity. The mineral is dissolved com-
pletely by cold 1:1 HCl.

Oscillation, rotation, and Weissenberg photographs show the mineral to be hexa-
gonal, space group P5c1 or P3c1, a9.260 (6), c22.52 (3); it is related to pyroaurite
along the c-axis, but the a-axis is three times as large. The strongest lines of the X-ray
powder pattern (25 given) are 11.16 (7)(002), 7.98 (10)(100), 5.62 (4)(004), 4.63
(5)(110), 3.89 (4)(113),2.608 (4X302), 1.541 (4)(330).

The mineral occurs as pla.tes up to 1 cm. in dia.meter, with breadth to thick.
ness 20:1, implanted along large calcite crystals. Observed faces are a and c.
Color pale greenish-gray. Cleavage {0001} micaceous; the foila are flexible,
but inelastic. H. li, p 1.982. (Berman bala,nce). Op,tically uqiaxial, negative,
r* a L.493, e 1.482; parts of the plates show 2V 2-5".

The minerals occurs on two specimens from Lingban, Vtirmland, Sweden,
associated with calcite and magnetite. The na.me is for the old spelling of the
province. Type material is at the Swedish Museum of Natural History, Stock-
holm. The mineral aqd name r /ere approved before publication by the Com-
mission on New Minerals and Mineral Names. IMA.

Seeligerite

Aawo Mticro (1971) Seeligerit, ein natiirliches Blei-Jodat. Neues Jahrb. Mineral.
M omatsh.. t97 7, 210-217 .

The mineral could not be analyzed because of intimate intergrowth with
other minerals, but it was synthesized by heating PbO, PbCL, and Pb(IOs), with
water in a sealed tube at 100'. Analysis of a product that ga.ve the sa,me X-ray
pattern as the mineral gave PLrO 72.0I, Cl 10.07, I"O; 17.97, sum 100.05 - (O -
Cl,) 2.27 - 97.78%, corresponding to Pb"(IOr,)CLO. No water was given off at
110' in three hours.

Weissenberg and rotation photographs show the mineral to be orthorhombic,
pseudo-tetragonal, space group Dsu - C 222,, a = b = 7.964 -+- 0.003, c 27.88 -1-
0.007 4., Z - S, p calcd.7.052, measured (pycnometer, synthetic) 6.83. The X-ray
photographs show disordered reflections. If these are neglected, the mineral can
be indexed with o ;- @/2 : 3.982, c 27.288 L. The strongest lines (X-ray) (25
given) are 3.649 (9)(203), 3.219 (10)(205), 2.810 (7)Qn),2.788 (g(?frD,z.t7z
(6)(228), l .eel (8)(400), r.748 (7)Qn), r6e3 (8) (42i l ,  r61e (8)(427), 1.408
(6) (440).
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The mineral occurs in thin plates. Color bright yellow. Cleavages {001} per-

fect, {110} good, {100} and {010} rare. Optically biaxial, negative, rzs (S-Se melts)

a 2 . 1 2 , 9 - t - 2 . 3 2 , 2 V - 4 .
The mineral occurs in sma-ll amounts at Mina Santa Ana, near Caracoles,

Sierra Gorda, Chile, associated with schwartzembergite, paralaurionite, and

boleite.
The name is for Erich Seeliger, Techn. Univ., Berlin. The mineral and name

were approved in advance of publication by the Commission on New Minerals
and Mineral Names, IMA.

Cesium kupletskite

A. F. Enntov, V. D. Dusrretov, A. A. GeNzonv, andZ.T. Kerenve (1971) Cesium

kupletskite, a new minera"l . Doht. Akad'. Nanlc SSS,& 197, 1394-1397 (in Rus-

sian).

Analysis by ZTK gave SiO, 33.00, TiO, 8.28, ZrOn 1.01, Nb,OE 4.95, Ta,Ou 0.06,
Al,Os 052, Fe,O" 3.05, FeO 10.00, MgO trace, MnO 19'66, CaO 0.35, Na,O 2'46,

K,O 1.15, Li,O 0.46, Rb,O 0.18, Cs,O 11.60, F 1.26, H,O* 1.47, sum 99.46 - (O =

F,) 0.54 - 98.52%. This corresponds to-

(Cs l -22K6.36Nar  r tOao og) (Mnr  ggFe:  oo+2Feo u t+ t l , io . rn )

(T i r  4 rNb0 s rZro  rs ) (S iz  geAlo  rs )Oz+(O: .eg(OI1) r . : ;Fo  so) ,  o r

(Cs, K, Na)3(Mn, Fe, Li)r(Ti,  Nb)rSisOr(O, OH, F)7,

the Cs-analogue of kupletskite in the astrophyllite group.

X-ray study showed the mineral to be triclinic, a 5.41 +- 0.01, b 11.74 = 0.02,
c2l.16 -+ 0.04 A., a 89",,s 90', 7 102" 23'. The strongest Iines of the X-ray pattern
(25 l ines) are 10.4 (10),3.54 (9,2.79 (S),2.66 (8),2.58 (6), verv close to those of

kupletskite, astrophyllite, and niobophyllite.
Color gold-brown, luster somewhat dull, H. about 4, p 3.68. Optically biaxial'

positive, P 1.726, t L.758, 2V 75, Z : a, Y A b approx. 10'. Pleochroism Z

brown, Y yellow to brown, X yellow-green. Cleavage {001} perfect.
The mineral occurs in rosette-like intergrowths of curved platy crystals at the

border of aegirine-microcline-quartz pegmatites and in polylithionite-quartz re-
placement complexes in pegmatites of a massif of the Alai alka,lic province. Asso-
ciated minerals are pyrochlore, stillwellite, tiensLanite, sogdianite, and thorite.

The name is for the composition. Type material is deposited in the Min-
eralogical Museum, Acad. Sci. USSR, Moscow. The mineral and name were
approved before publication by the Commission on New Minerals and Mineral
Names, IMA.

NEW DATA

Bursaite

J. Kr,orrrNsrv, M. Rrnnnn, C. Krorr, ello L. Mnez (1971) Heyrovskyite,6(Pbo'u
Bi".*(Ag, Cu)o*)S'BirS", frorn Eurky, Czechoslovakia, a new mineral of
genetic interest. M'ineral. D ep., 6, 133-147.

In order to be sure that heyrovskite is not identical with bursaite lAmer'
Mi,treral.41,671 (1956)1 type material of the latter mineral was re-examined and
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was found to be distinct from heyrovskite; it contained chalcopyrite, sphalerite,
and cosalite. Microprobe analyses gave pb 48.0,44.6; Bi Bg.b, 89.8, Ag 1.0, 1.0;
S 14.7, 14.7; sum g9.20, 59.6% (S deficiency from stoichiometry 1.2b, 1.4%). A
chemical analysis gave Pb 39.62, Bi 37.60, Fe I.98,Zn 8.18, S lZ.B2, slmW.70Vo.
The probe analyses correspond to Pb. 

""Ago.nBi+Sro s and pbr mAgo oBirSro e.
X-ray powder data are given; the strongest lines are B.b6 (60),3.48 (100), 8.40

(85), 3.13 (65) (coincidence with sphalerite), 8.00 (50), 2.SZ (40), 2.90 (40),
2.156 (40), 2.053 (60). These are very close to the strongest lines of lillianite
lSee Amer. Mineral. 54, 579 (1969) I.

The status of bursaite remains in doubt.

DISCREDITED MINERALS

Khlopinite - Samarskite

M. V. Kuz'ntoNro, N, A. Arnr,rN, AND R. f. Sororove, (1g6g) Regularities of the
distribution of tantalum and niobium in endocontact pegmatites and the
parent granites. In Feattnes of th,e Distributi,on ol Rare Elements in Peg-
mati,tes.Izdat. Nauka, Moscow, p.44-78 (especially p. b4-88) [in Russian].

Khlopinite was described in 1952; it is listed in Dann's Sgstem, Zth Ed., v. 1,
p.792 $9aD, as a doubtful species close to euxenite-polycrase incomposition; in
Mi,neralg 2 (3), p.337 (1967) as a variety of samarskite high in TiO,. New analy-
ses by M. E. Kazakova from the type locality, Baits-Kundui, Transbaikal, gave
Nb,O6 35.41, 35.26,; TuOs 15.78, D.76; TiO, 9.88, 8.25; ALOe 0.28, -; FeO 12.16,
7.99; MgO 0.13,0.27; MnO 0.47,0.95; CaO 0.84,0.88; U"O.9.92,2.08;ThOzZ.52,
3.01 ; rare earths 15.74, 15.31 ; Na,O 0.91,0.6b; K"O tr., tr.; SiO, 1.80, -; HgO.
0.09, -; H,O- 0.04, -; sum 55.47%, -. This differs from the original in showing
more Ta"ou, less Tio,; the differences are ascribed to the difficulties of separation
of Ta, Nb, and Ti in the older methods and to the presence of euxenite and
betafite. The DTA curve correq)onds to that of samarskite and the analyses
correspond to those of sa.marskite.

Khlopinite is therefore a tantaloan samarskite.
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